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...reclaiming our entrepreneurial heritage
Together, we can further develop an innovative entrepreneurial system within GSA services; and encourage a robust financial wellbeing among graduate students.

The Mission
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The Method
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The MANDATE

...reclaiming our entrepreneurial heritage

- Renegotiate the “collective agreement” to reduce the international fee differential for all international graduate students

- Transform the “emergency bursary” to “proactive bursary” where graduate students can get funded based on a short/long term plan.

- Rebrand “Last Defence Lounge” to create a diversity hub where the drinks and the food sold would reflect the diverse culture among graduate students

- Work with MY GradSkills and Innovate Calgary to achieve workshops that teach graduate students the importance of customer focused research

- Include an “Investment” segment on GSA website where investors and graduate students can continuously interact in a secure framework which would yield business advisory and Startup investments

- Work with the Department of Political Science to create courses where graduate students can learn about “Canadian Politics and Political Parties.” The principle should mirror that of ENTI 781 and ENTI 785

- Work with the current GSA Board of Directors and the incoming GSA Board of Directors to achieve the set vision of graduate students based on results from “customer discovery” type interviews

- Propose to finance organizations to sponsor “GSA finance committee meetings” by hosting some of these meetings with industry professionals in the finance ecosystem
The relationship I have with my supervisor, my friends, and my family at the University of Calgary is my biggest asset. These people have played major roles in my success story...reclaiming our entrepreneurial heritage
My daughter, Amarissa Etaje, says please vote my daddy for GSA VP Finance & Services.

Contact: darlington.etaje@ucalgary.ca
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